July 29, 2020
Charles W. Scharf
Chief Executive Officer and President
Wells Fargo & Company
420 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94104
Dear Mr. Scharf:
We write to request more information about recent reports that Wells Fargo has been placing
borrowers who are not delinquent on their loans in mortgage forbearance programs without their
consent and putting consumers at risk of greater financial hardship amidst one of the worst
economic downturns in our country’s history. This includes reports of misrepresentations to
bankruptcy courts about borrowers’ requests for forbearance. These reports are highly disturbing
given Wells Fargo’s recent history of illegal behavior and inappropriate treatment of customers,
including over a dozen scandals involving the creation of millions of fake customer accounts,
illegal repossession of servicemembers’ cars, wrongful foreclosure on hundreds of homes, illegal
add-on charges to customers’ accounts, and much, much more.1
This scandal-ridden history reveals a broken culture at Wells Fargo, and a bank that appears to
be incapable of self-governance. The new reports raise even more questions about the inability of
Wells Fargo and its leadership team to comply with the law and the needs of its customers.
In response to the recession caused by the spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19),
Wells Fargo provided a forbearance option that allows borrowers experiencing financial hardship
to delay payments on their mortgages for up to six months.2 Depending on the borrower’s
circumstances and whether or not the mortgage is federally-backed, he or she may have the
option to extend the forbearance period for up to a total of 12 months as part of the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act.3
But in recent weeks, a report revealed that bankruptcy attorneys have identified multiple cases
“where Wells Fargo has wrongly claimed that borrowers asked to pause their mortgage payments
in forbearance plans,” and “that the bank put through secondary requests for forbearance on
behalf of homeowners who had asked to participate in the program initially but who no longer
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wanted to.”4 Borrowers only learned of Wells Fargo’s actions from their lawyers rather than
from the bank itself.5
These forbearance filings that were based on nonexistent requests from customers “in Chapter 13
bankruptcy cases can put borrowers’ homes at risk of foreclosure and represent a fraud against
the bankruptcy court,” in addition to harming their credit.6 Moreover, because of the way loan
servicers are compensated for forbearance, it is possible that Wells Fargo was able to profit on
each forbearance filing.7
Another report found that the practice extended to a broader group of customers, and that
borrowers in at least 14 states who were not delinquent on their loans had their mortgages
wrongly put into forbearance without their knowledge or consent merely because they sought
information on Wells Fargo’s programs to help consumers having trouble paying their bills
because of COVID-19-related economic difficulties.8 These consumers were hurt in several ways
by this practice: they did not receive credit for several months of payments, their credit reports
may have been damaged, and they may have lost the opportunity to modify or refinance their
mortgages while interest rates were at record lows.9 Wells Fargo admitted to these practices in a
statement, claiming that “we may have misinterpreted customers’ intentions in a small number of
cases.”10
To be clear, we support mortgage servicers taking actions to help distressed borrowers during
this pandemic, including providing forbearance to those who are in delinquency, and if Wells
Fargo’s actions are indeed isolated to a limited number of instances where there were errors, it is
not our intent with this letter to discourage Wells Fargo from providing assistance to borrowers
who need and request it. However, Wells Fargo’s history of taking actions without the consent of
consumers is cause for serious concern that this is another systemic failure at the bank.
Indeed, if these reports are true, they represent one more addition to a long list of inexcusable
actions by Wells Fargo at customers’ expense. The practices described in these reports are eerily
similar to previous Wells Fargo scandals. The numerous instances of the bank’s swindling of
consumers ultimately resulted in the Federal Reserve Board of Governors placing an
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unprecedented asset cap on Wells Fargo11 and multiple consent orders issued by the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).


Between January 2012 and July 2016, “[m]ore than 800,000 people who took out car
loans from Wells Fargo were charged for auto insurance they did not need …
push[ing] roughly 274,000 Wells Fargo customers into delinquency and result[ing] in
almost 25,000 wrongful vehicle repossessions.” Active-duty service members were
among those harmed.12 Wells Fargo signed settlements with 50 states and
Washington, D.C.,13 the OCC and the CFPB14 to resolve those claims.



Even after they were caught, Wells Fargo failed to refund money owed to customers
who had paid off their car loans early. “Tens of thousands of customers” may have
been denied proper refunds.15 A spokesperson for the bank admitted that the failure
stemmed from “a lack of oversight and controls.”16



For years, Wells Fargo “charged monthly fees to customers for dozens of products
they didn’t understand or know how to use.”17 These add-on charges were
particularly egregious because the bank had entered into a consent order with the
OCC about similar improper charges.18



In 2015, the OCC found deficiencies in Wells Fargo’s internal controls related to the
Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) rules in the Wholesale
Banking Group. The consent order noted that “the Bank has failed to make acceptable
substantial progress toward correcting previously identified BSA/AML problems that
were previously brought to its attention.”19



Between January 2008 and July 2015, Wells Fargo repossessed vehicles belonging to
450 members of the military in violation of the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act
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(SCRA).20 And a second set of different SCRA violations came to light in a
September 2016 settlement with the Department of Justice (DOJ) that brought the
total number of servicemembers eligible for relief to 860.21


Between April 2010 and October 2015, Wells Fargo made “calculation error[s]” that
denied loan modifications to hundreds of eligible homeowners, leading to
approximately 400 wrongful foreclosures.22



Between March 2013 and August 2017, Wells Fargo failed to properly compensate
certain lower-level employees for legally required break periods. A federal judge
ordered the bank to pay more than $97 million in damages.23



Wells Fargo disclosed in March 2018 that federal agencies were looking into the
bank’s wealth management business.24 The federal agencies were examining
“whether there have been inappropriate referrals or recommendations, including with
respect to rollovers for 401(k) plan participants, certain alternative investments, or
referrals of brokerage customers to the company’s investment and fiduciary services
business.”25



Wells Fargo employees in the bank’s Wholesale Banking Group reportedly changed
information on business customers’ documents without authorization,26 and the DOJ
is investigating whether “there is a pattern of unethical and potentially fraudulent
employee behavior tied to management pressure.”27



Wells Fargo has struggled to effectively remediate customers who were harmed by
the company’s misdeeds. It sent out 38,000 “erroneous communications to customers
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that it forced to buy unneeded auto insurance.”28 It “sent refunds to people who
weren’t the bank’s customers; notified those who were harmed of incorrect amounts
to be paid; and told people of coming refunds even though they had never gotten the
insurance.”29 It did not promptly provide refunds to “as many as 110,000 customers
who were charged improper fees to extend interest-rate commitments they received
from Wells Fargo on their mortgages.”30 And it planned to create a refund request
process that required customers “to agree to a refund through the mail before sending
them money,” despite its own estimates that “half or fewer” of affected customers
would take the necessary steps to secure a refund.31 In September 2018, the OCC
rejected Wells Fargo’s plan for remediating customers pushed into unneeded auto
insurance, finding that the bank was not doing enough “to ensure it has found and
compensated every affected driver.”32


In a February 2018 report, the CFPB found that Wells Fargo charged students three
times more than its competitors for financial products marketed to them through
agreements with their colleges.33 The CFPB analysis examined bank fees at 573
colleges and found that the students at the 30 colleges with Wells Fargo products paid
more in total bank fees than the students at the other 543 schools served by other
banks combined.34



A February 2019 report revealed that employees in the Wholesale Banking division
of Wells Fargo “routinely falsified clients’ signatures and otherwise doctored
paperwork” in order to comply with a legal settlement with the OCC related to
violations of anti-money laundering laws.35



In August 2019, reports identified multiple instances of Wells Fargo closing their
customers’ accounts without authorization and subsequently charging overdraft
fees.36
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You were appointed nearly ten months ago after your two predecessors were dismissed for their
incompetence and inability to institute meaningful reforms at the bank.37 We had hoped that you
would bring the needed change to Wells Fargo’s culture following years of false promises and
continued scandals, and we were initially encouraged by press reports that indicate that you were
undergoing an “intense review” of the bank’s operations and meeting with executives, “grilling
them about the ways they do business.”38 But this recent reporting highlights the broken culture
at the bank, and the need for Wells Fargo to remain under intense regulatory scrutiny until it is
clear that the necessary changes have been made to ensure that the bank is truly committed to its
consumers.39
Given our ongoing concerns about the bank’s ability to comply with the law and treat its
customers fairly, we ask that you provide the following information no later than August 12,
2020.
1. Please provide a description and written copies of Wells Fargo’s policies with respect to:
a. The use of court documents to determine whether to file for forbearance on behalf
of a customer during COVID-19;
b. Any other circumstances under which Wells Fargo would enter a consumer who
is not delinquent on their loan into forbearance without a customer’s explicit
request;
c. The steps Wells Fargo takes to notify consumers that their loan has been placed
into forbearance, including the text of any letter that goes out with the notification
of forbearance as well as the time that elapses between a consumer being placed
into forbearance and the consumer receiving that letter;
d. The communications with bankruptcy trustees after Wells Fargo places a loan in
forbearance;
e. What information Wells Fargo furnishes to credit bureaus for consumers who
have been placed into forbearance, including all special comment codes;
f. How Wells Fargo manages requests from customers who initially indicated they
wanted to participate in forbearance programs, but after receiving information
about the program, no longer want it.
2. For how many mortgage borrowers has Wells Fargo provided forbearance since March
18, 2020? Of that number, how many of those borrowers were current on their loan and
did not explicitly request and provide appropriate consent for their loans to be placed in
forbearance? Of that number, how many of those loans were government-backed?
a. What actions has the bank taken to identify these cases and remunerate borrowers
for any damage caused by Wells Fargo’s actions?
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3. Has Wells Fargo identified circumstances under which the bank has filed official court
documents that indicate a borrower has requested forbearance when they have not
explicitly requested it and provided appropriate consent?
a. If so, how many instances has this occurred and what remediation efforts are
underway?
4. Has Wells Fargo been compensated for forbearance filings not requested by the
borrower? If so, how much has Wells Fargo been compensated?
5. How does Wells Fargo handle funds received from borrowers who continue making full
or partial payments while their loan is in forbearance, including any loan that was current
but has been placed in forbearance without a request from the borrower?
6. For current borrowers whose loans Wells Fargo has placed into forbearance without the
borrower’s request, what special comment codes has Wells Fargo furnished to credit
reporting agencies, such as a disaster code, or any other special comment code, even if
the loan is reported as current? If so, has the bank taken any steps to correct the
information with the credit reporting agencies?
Sincerely,

___________________________
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

___________________________
Brian Schatz
United States Senator

